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Episode 3

In this episode

 The Entrepreneur 

'Pulp

Baby'

SEASON TWO



SCENE 1: A LARGE EMPTY ROOM WITH FLOOR TO CEILING

WINDOWS DOWN ONE WALL. ENTER MARY ‘THE ENTREPRENEUR’

AND ALAN

MARY:
What do you think of the space Mr Smithee?

MARY:
Alan, what do you think of 
the space?

SEASON TWO

ALAN:
Call me Alan.

ALAN:
Plenty of natural light, spacious. 

Yeah. I think it’ll work

MARY:
Now, ‘BabyMaker’ is a brand-new brand



MARY:
‘BabyMaker’ is makeup for babies. You know pretty
them up,make them more appealing…less grubby
[MARY PULLS A FACE]
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ALAN:
What's it do again?

ALAN:
O', right...cool.

MARY:
Have you filmed many videos?

ALAN:
This will be my three hundred and eighth.
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MARY:
And how many have 
been published online?

ALAN:
Two.

MARY:
I see ‘BabyMaker’ as a brand 
that is edgy, a bit punk, a bit
sophisticated, cool, market defining, 
cheerful, and natural…You know 
a bit like Elizabeth Arden meets
Rage Against the Machine.

ALAN:
[USING HIS FINGERS TO CREATE A FRAME]

 I see a robbery.

MARY:
What?
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ALAN:
A pair of gangsters, a

man and a woman enter the nursery. The
woman leaps on the table. She shouts

‘This is a robbery, any of you fuc…

MARY:
No swearing!

ALAN:
OK. We’ll use a…other words,

erm friendly, happy words

MARY:
The brand is all about babies remember?

ALAN:
How about the word Labrador instead of, er

naughty word?



MARY:
Perfect

MARY:
No firearms!
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ALAN:
The lady gangster is waving a gun...

ALAN:
She’s waving er…a baguette 

and she shouts 
‘This is a robbery, any of you 

Labrador-ing, er bunnies
move and I’ll execute 

every mother-Labrador-ing 
last one of you!’

Then we cut to two guys
in black suits in a car eating, 

erm large veggie burgers 
with a baby wearing,

er, blusher.
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MARY:
Go on!

ALAN:
Then we cut to…[GETTING

EXCITED] We’ll call it ‘Pulp Baby!’

MARY:
Perfect!

ALAN:
Then we see the boxer,with a baby 
and they’re dancing, erm, the twist, 

lots of shots of baby with eye
shadow…

 
Then the babies get in

a mess and the Wolf arrives to sort them out.

MARY:
A wolf?
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ALAN:
Mr Wolf, a fixer. He’s famous for fixing. 

He’s er, the
coolest makeup man in the world 

and he fixes all the crying babies in the blink
of a smokey eye.

 
We end with the boxer looking into camera, a

baby in each arm, both babies 
looking perfect, like dolls,

 yeah perfect mini dolls.
 

The boxer talks straight to camera
 ‘And you will know my

name is “The BabyMaker” when I lay my
makeup upon thee.’’

MARY:
Perfect! When can we start?
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ALAN:
Tomorrow. We’ll need a couple of 

stunt babies, some extra baguettes 
and lots and lots of ear plugs.’

MARY:
Right! I’ll phone the nursery.

END OF EPISODE
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